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Steyning Drama Club Sketches 2020  
 
WAITING FOR DORIS 

A short sketch by Julie. 

Characters 

Jack  92 year old man living on his own 

Dan  Jacks son 

Jane  Dan’s wife 

 

SCENE 1 

Jack is sitting alone by the window in his living room looking outside across the road at his local park.  

The sun is shining through the window.  There is a sound of children playing. 

Jack speaks to himself. 

Jack 

Well I’m sure they said on the news that people weren’t supposed to go in the park.  Why are those young 

people all standing together over there!  The youngsters these days have no respect.  Get a clip around the 

ear in my day. 

Jack stands up. 

Ridiculous, having to stay in here all the time – I’m not going to go near anybody….could walk the long 

way around to the corner shop….not be near people.  Just want a pint of milk and the newspaper.  If my 

son will insist I stay at home then why isn’t he dropping some milk off for me?  Even a phone call would 

be nice! 

Jack sits down and picks up his phone and dials.  He leaves a message. 

‘Doris, why on earth aren’t you answering the phone?  I’ve been ringing you since last night and was 

banging on your door this morning.’ 

Jack puts the phone down.   

She may as well come down to my flat and sit with me.  Isolation….we could do that together without 

harming anyone.  Suppose we’ll be on rationing soon.  Memories of the war years.  At least we could see 

and speak to each other then. 

The phone rings and Jack answers it… 

Hello…..hello!  Doris? Is that you Doris?  Whose daughter?  Well where’s Doris then?  Oh Linda, hello, 

Doris’s daughter, of course…..I’ve been ringing her and banging on the door but there’s no answer….  

she’s where? Hospital?  Is she there now?....  Well I can’t go and see her ‘cos I’m not allowed out!  OK, 

thanks for letting me know….speak to you soon…bye. 

Jack puts the phone down….he seems confused by the phone call. 

There’s a knock on the living room door…Jane enters. 
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Jane 

Morning Jack, it’s only me.  I’ve bought your paper and milk and a few extra bits.  I’ll pop them in the 

kitchen in a minute. 

Jack 

Why on earth have you got that blue thing around your face and why are you wearing surgical gloves?  

Who are you anyway? 

She pulls her mask down below her chin. 

Jane 

It’s Jane…Dan’s wife.  I’ve bought you some shopping. 

Jack 

Dan should have bought it….hasn’t even rung me….some son he is!  Can you put the kettle on? 

Jane 

I’ll stay and chat with you for a couple of minutes Jack, but I can’t really do much else because of the 

lockdown. 

Jack 

How many times do I have to say it….I don’t need the locks changed! 

Jane 

No, the lockdown Jack….the pandemic. 

Jack 

I think they came to Doris’s flat the other day.  It was about 8 o’clock in the evening.  I wondered what 

all the commotion was about. 

Jane 

Who? 

Jack 

The paramedic people of course.  The ones you just mentioned when you said about the lock.  Anyway, 

they left about an hour later.  I saw the ambulance drive away….expect Doris is fine now, but for some 

reason, she won’t answer the phone.  Perhaps she’s got the hump with me…ha. 

Jack walks around the room and Jane has to keep dodging him. 

Jack 

For goodness sake sit down and stop moving around! 

Jane sits down tentatively. 

Jane 

Would you like me to go up and knock? 
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Jack 

No don’t worry, I suspect she’ll ring me when she’s ready to.  Think I’ll go out for a short stroll…..been 

told I can’t do that because of a virus, but I feel fine…..nothing wrong with me, apart from my usual 

breathing problem.  Oh and I’m a bit slow putting one foot in front of the other.  They said on the news 

that you have to keep away from other people but I keep seeing all the young people in the park standing 

next to each other.  They don’t seem to worry.  It’s exclusinisation against us oldies, that’s what it is. 

Jane 

No-one’s discriminating against the older population Jack. 

Jack 

I’ll wait for Doris to give me a ring and then we can do our usual little walk together…..go to the corner 

shop….get a bit of fresh air.  We don’t really like going out on our own. 

Jane 

Look Jack, I need to go now.  She stands up.  You can’t leave your flat at the moment and be near people, 

you’re high risk and could easily catch the virus.  You need to stay in and stay safe. 

Jack 

High risk?  What do you think I’ve done?  

Jane 

You should also stay away from Doris at the moment.  You’re both high risk and need to look after 

yourselves.  Why don’t I go and knock on her door, just to check she’s OK? 

Jack 

Don’t you start accusing me and Doris.  We haven’t done anything.  So, it’s alright for you to go and 

speak to her, but not me!  Who do you think you are?  Jack mutters under his breath.  Dan always said 

she was a bit tricky! 

Jane 

Dan said he’d give you a ring tomorrow Jack.  OK? 

Jack 

Mmmm…well if I don’t answer, I’ll be upstairs with Doris or getting the newspaper….or sitting in the 

bloomin’ park! 

Jane 

Take care Jack.  I’ll let myself out.  Bye for now. 

 

SCENE 2 

THE NEXT MORNING 

Jack and Dan are sitting apart in the living room.  Dan has a mask round his neck and is wearing gloves. 
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Dan 

I know it’s difficult dad but we all need to stay safe…..not sure I should even be coming into your flat at 

the moment.  I’m a bit uncertain by what was being said on the news last night.  We’ll get your shopping, 

but I think we might need to leave it outside your door.  Or, I can stand in the communal garden and have 

a chat to you through the window if you like.  I could even pass your shopping through the window.  

We’ll wait and see what they say on the news tonight. 

Jack 

Don’t be bloody stupid Dan.  If you don’t want to come and see me then fine.  I can look after myself.  

By the way, you look daft with those gloves on!  Oh and some women came in my flat yesterday and 

wouldn’t stop hopping around the place.  She had silly gloves on as well! 

Dan 

They may have to close the corner shop for a while, but I can get you all the things you need from the 

supermarket.  Just give me a list, it’s no problem. 

Jack 

Do you remember your mother used to say, ‘they’ll be another war come the next century?’  Didn’t think 

I’d live to see it though.  She was a beauty, your mother…..very pandemic. 

Dan 

I think you mean photogenic.  Dad, it’s not a war, it’s a global virus – it’s all over the world.  It’s called 

Coronovirus.  I don’t want you to worry too much.  Have you watched the news lately? 

Jack 

Of course I have.  What have the Chinese got against us now?  Goodness knows when they’ll 

invade…..expect we’ll hear about it soon.  I’ll be ready for them.  They won’t stop me and Doris going 

out though! 

Dan 

It’s not like that Dad.  Perhaps you shouldn’t watch too much news, your’re getting confused.  And you 

must stay in the flat! 

Jack 

Dan, you don’t know everything!  You’ve done well in your career, I’ll grant you that, but you don’t 

know everything.  Actually, why aren’t you at work – it’s Thursday?  And it’s about time the kids came 

to see me.  Don’t see them much now. 

Dan 

They are busy Dad and Ellie is working all hours at the hospital.  She’s exhausted poor girl. 

Jack 

They shouldn’t make these nurses work so hard.  It’s always been like that Dan.  Make sure she gets a 

pay rise!  By the way, that Linda rang earlier.  She was crying for some reason.  Said something about 

Doris not getting through the ‘something 19’.  No idea what she was on about.  She just kept crying all 

the time.  Anyway, I’m not going to ring Doris.  I think she’s got a mood on and doesn’t want to speak to 

me at the moment. 
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Dan 

I’ve got her number Dad. I’ll give her a ring. 

Jack 

No don’t do that, I’ll wait for her to ring me. 

Dan 

No, I mean Linda.  I’ll ring her to find out what’s happened.  Don’t worry Dad, just look after yourself 

and I’ll speak to you tomorrow.  Do a list of the food you need and Jane will pick it up for you. 

Dan leaves 

Jack 

Jack speaks to himself. 

Huh…thanks for the hug Dan…..doesn’t even want to do that now. Who needs it anyway.  If they don’t 

want to come in my home then they can get on with it.  I’m all sorted out and don’t need them.  Doris and 

I will be fine.  We’ve always been good mates.  Expect she’ll give me a ring soon or knock on the door. 

Jack picks up a box from the floor and puts it on the table.  He takes out an old gas mask and some 

battered gardening gloves. 

Well…I’m all prepared.  He looks at the clock on the wall.  It’s nearly 2 o’clock so Doris will ring me 

soon…..never fails, bless her…..  I remember her back in the day.  She was another beauty.  It’s good to 

have friends.  We’ll go down to the corner shop, together….get the paper…..I bet she never got the 

answer to 3 across yesterday.  She’s usually pretty good at crosswords.  I’ll give her a clue… 

Jack puts on his gas mask and gloves and goes to sit by the window. 

The lights fade. 

 

The End. 
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Lucky Interview 

(By Minka) 

  

Characters 

  

Doctor Harris  Owns a vets clinic. Professional looking man  about 50 years old, well educated, always 

smartly dressed, demanding, competent and punctual. 

 

Mandy Godfrey  His assistant and nurse 

 

Miss Christine Sanderson  Interviewee about 25 years old, a positive somewhat fragile, intelligent in 

expression a Young lady who believes good deeds. 

  

Interview room 

  

Mr Harris is tidying his papers on his desk and writing some notes about the interviews. He raises his 

head to towards the clock on the wall to check the time and He calls his assistant. 

  

Mr Harris Mrs Godfrey! Mandy! 

 

Mrs Godfrey Yes, Doctor Harris 

 

Mr Harris Is anyone waiting for an interview or have we finished 

 our list? 

 

Mrs Godfrey Almost yes... Mr Harris 

  

Mr Harris So?!! Yes or no? 

 

Mrs Godfrey  (little hesitated )Just mmmm ...we have one lady left for an interview ... but she is not 

here... YET. I had a call from and  she will be here in a minute... 

(Mrs Godfrey doesn’t finish her sentence, when Mr Harris stops her) 

 

Mr Harris Let her in when she arrives 

 

Mrs Godfrey Will do Mr Harris 

 

Mr Harris Thank you Mrs Godfrey 

(Mr Harris looks at his pile of paperwork when after a couple of 

minutes a lady knocks the door.) 

 

Mr Harris Come in, please. Yes? Miss..... (Mr Harris looks at the list). Ms Christine Sanderson isn't it? 

  

Christine Yes Sir...sorry ...I...Im here for an interview but.... I'm so sorry 

She stands between the doors, with a confused and frightened pale face. 

  

Mr Harris Please! come in and have a seat Miss Sanderson. I'm Doctor Harris ..... and you are 15 minutes 

late miss... He looks at her from head to toe. 

  

Christine I'm sorry but... 
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Mr Harris Let's start the interview miss, I don't want waste another 10 minutes waiting for your 

explanation. (Mr Harris looks for some paper on his desk) Where is your CV?...Here! Let's see ... mmm, 

you don't have any experience? 

  

Christine I’m afraid not sir, not in this specific area., But I love helping animals... 

 

Mr Harris (thoughtful) Yes, love is very important, but not enough to be in this position, especially when 

you are not punctual with your time.  

Where did you hear about this job miss? 

 

Christine a friend of mine told me about it, Doc Harris. She insists that we must come here together but 

in the end...... she couldn't t make it. She found out about this job in the newspaper 

(She murmurs and looks at the newspaper that’s rolled in her wet hand with)... I like reading the adverts 

  

Mr Harris Hmmm, reading ads? It can be very fascinating things to do( he says sarcastically) 

 

Christine  Yes ...Sometimes they change people’s lives. 

 

Mr Harris Possibly you are right, but how will the situation change in your life, after the interview? 

 

Miss Sanderson (smiled modestly) I don't know Doc. I believe , the best results that we can get from 

whatever we do  ,it’s we do everything with love . 

Mr Harris and ??? We must have something else for the best results. So, what it could be Miss 

Sanderson? 

The phone is rings 

Mrs Godfrey Doctor!, Doctor Harris!... 

 

Mr Harris Yes, Mrs Godfrey, I'm middle of an interview... 

 

Mrs Godfrey I know Doc Harris but we have an emergency situation and most of our doctors have left. 

It's almost 6 o'clock. There’s only one doctor on duty. It’s Doc Richard but he needs help and I’m afraid 

he can't do this alone 

Mr Harris What is the situation? 

 

Mrs Godfrey The dog is critical. He needs  operation  immediately…he has internal bleeding and.... 

 

Mr Harris Calm Down Mrs Godfrey. Prepare the operation room and my uniform. I'm coming right now. 

(Looking at Miss Sanderson) I’m afraid we must stop our interview miss. I’m having a serious situation 

here. Leave all your details with my assistant, perhaps we’ll get back to with you. 

 

Christine But all my details are in the CV, Perhaps?.. Can I wait here...? 

 

Mr Harris No need to wait miss. NOW, I'm really sorry , I need to go. (He almost runs from the room, 

left Christine alone with her thoughts) 

  

 

Christine But I wanted to see how he is ....(The doors close as she sounds unsure) 

Mr Harris goes into the hallway , on the way to the operation room and meet Mrs Godfrey 

  

 

Mr Harris Is everything ready for surgery Mrs Godfrey? ( he looked at Mrs Godfrey’s hands she was 

holding something) 
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Mrs Godfrey No Doc Harris. Doc Richard saved him, ... the dog has internal bleeding and he  stopped it. 

He is in the reanimation room now, of course, he needs time for recovery but Doc. Richard said Lucky 

will live and all danger is behind, He’s been really Lucky.(Mr Godfrey happy voice sounds so unstopped 

as she could say in one breathe ) 

  

 

Mr Harris Who is Lucky What’s in your hand Mrs Godfrey? Is it a raincoat? And the bloodstains?...you 

were in the operation room with your raincoat Mrs Godfrey? whats going on? 

 

Mrs Godfrey No, Doc Harris, its belong to Miss Christin Sanderson, she brought injured dog here, he was 

wrapped with her raincoat, she was all shaking from cold rain also was very frighted and worried about 

dog, she saved him from a car accident. That's why we called him Lucky. I was rushing to give her 

raincoat. I hope you didn't let her go...(she look at Dc Harris with almost angry face). 

  

Mr Harris I think ... she, she has left Mrs Godfrey. But you have a look in the interview room, mmmm 

...maybe she is still there. If is not, contact with her again and set up another new interview with her. 

  

Mrs Godfrey (she smiles) will do Dr Harris. (she runs and disappears into the hallway) 
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INSPIRED BY A STICK-ON CHEST WIG 
 
By Steve July 2020 
 
Two couples in their early forties are meeting in the local pub garden for the first time since 
lockdown. Warm sunny evening. 
 
Characters: 
Emma: Slim, attractive, immaculate make-up, well dressed, casual off the shoulder top. Self-
confident 
Pete: Married to Emma. Lean and athletic. Cheerful disposition. 
Sue:. Attractive but not as showy and made-up as Emma. Not as self-confident as Emma 
Dave: Married to Sue Short, stocky, bald headed. Serious disposition. 
 
All sitting quietly waiting for someone to start the conversation. 
 
 

DAVE  
What do you think about bodily hair? 
 
The other three look at each other confused. 
 

EMMA 
Well Dave, interesting subject. I’ve always waxed my armpits and legs since puberty – and if 
you really want to know - my bikini line before I go on holiday if I’m likely to get my kit off, if you 
know what I mean.  
(Emma and Pete look at each other knowingly) 
 

DAVE 
No Emma, I mean men’s bodily hair. 
 
    EMMA 
Oh, well!! I suppose armpits is ok, although I don’t know why it’s such a no no for women and 
not men. Same with legs. I like a bit of chest hair to cuddle up to in bed on a cold winter’s night. 
(Emma and Pete smile at each other approvingly) 
 
    PETE 
I shaved my leg hairs once when I got to the national triathlon championships. I got through the 
area and county stages ok but when I was preparing for the national final I saw that all the front 
runners had much better PB’s. I changed the bottom bracket and bearings on my bike, bought a 
new triathlon suit then thought I could save a few10ths with smooth legs. 
It worked – I shaved – get it he he! Shaved a second off my PB in the race. It made the 
difference between coming 34th and 37th!! 
 

DAVE 
(Grudgingly) All right Pete. We all know you’re Superman. 
 
    PETE 
What’s brought this on anyway!! Have you spent all these weeks off work thinking about it? 
 
    DAVE 
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No!! I was looking for some new clippers online for Sue to shave my head and it came up with 
all sorts of stuff about bodily hair. 
     

SUE 
Oh Dave!! What have you done? I hope you deleted it all from our history.  
I’m scared stiff that we’ll get a knock on the door from the Dark Web Police since you were 
doing our drive and you googled “Hardcore”!! 
 
(Emma and Pete snigger at each other) 
 

EMMA 
So why did you bring it up now? 
 

DAVE 
Well – it had a lot of stuff about how much women love men’s chest hair. All the quotes were 
about how manly it is and how women love it. 
 

EMMA 
Ooh yes!! I’ve always liked it. When I was about fifteen I had a poster of the Beegees on my 
bedroom wall. They all had their shirts open and they had lovely close cropped hair on their 
chests. 

 
DAVE 

What about the one with the sticky out teeth? 
 

EMMA 
It’s not all about looks Dave. He was a lovely person. 
 

DAVE 
And what about blokes with great tufts of chest hair sticking out the top of their shirt. 
 

EMMA 
Well, I know some women like it but that’s a bit much for me. 
 
     SUE 
(not to be outdone by Emma) 
I went out with this bloke once who had thick matted hair up his chest, over his shoulders and 
down his back!! 
 

PETE 
(Chuckling) Where did you meet him? London Zoo?  
 

DAVE 
(Indignant)   Oh! That’s great Sue! We’ve been married ten years and you’ve never told me 
that you have this big thing for hairy great men before! You wait all this time then start referring 
to your intimate sexual exploits in public!! 
 

PETE 
Come on Dave. She hasn’t told us the intimate bits they got up to yet. 
 

DAVE 
(Angrily) And she’s not going to!! 
 
     SUE 
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(Indignantly)  We were twenty-five when we met. You know I hadn’t been in a convent until 
then. 

 
PETE 

(Chuckling)  You’d know a lot more about priests habits if you had been in a convent, 
especially the bad ones! 
 

EMMA 
Come on now Dave. Calm down. What’s all this about. You’re a nice bloke. Some women would 
find you attractive. 
 

SUE 
(Spitefully)  It’s because his chest is as bald as his bloody head. Bald as a coot. Completely 
hairless. Barren of any hair. Not a hair in sight. Completely devoid of any hair whatsoever ….. 
As hair free as anything can be hair free!! 
 
(They all sit silently for a few moments looking in front of them) 
 

PETE 
Anyone seen the new sculpture of St Cuthman and his mother up near the Catholic Church? 
(Pause) They say it’s a good likeness. 
 

THE END 
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Red Feather Boa by Steve 
 
Characters 
Michelle – Gregarious, Confident,  
Dawn – Conventional, stern 
Sally – Dominant and efficient 
Amy – Quiet, Timid 
 
It’s a monthly book club meeting at Dawn’s house. Although not close friends they are in their 
early forties and all went to the same school and still live locally but they haven’t always been 
close friends. 
 
Dawn’s husband, Brian has let the other three in at the front door and Dawn greets them as 
they enter the dining room for the club meeting.  
 

Dawn 
Oh!! Michelle. You always have to be the show off. What’s the red feather boa about? Covering 
up your cleavage I suppose. What are you bothering for? You normally let them all hang out!! 
 

Michelle 
You’re in a nice mood. Bloody cheek!! I’ll wear what I like. Have you been at the bottle already?  
 
    Dawn 
You only do it to get the men gawping at you. I bet Brian was drooling all over you at the front 
door. He’s only stayed in tonight because he knew you were coming. He’s out every other 
night!! I suppose you’re happy. 
 

Michelle 
Looking at her big baggy jumper 
Well if you didn’t keep yours wrapped up so tightly he might not look elsewhere. 
 

Dawn 
You’ve always been like that – easy with it. They used to call you Raleigh at school. I didn’t 
think that was strong enough. I called you “ten speed”. 
 

Michelle 
clearly upset by Dawn’s outburst 
Who used to call me Raleigh? That is so unfair. I was a virgin until I was seventeen, unlike lots 
of the girls we went to school with. 
 

Dawn 
That’s not what all the boys said. You went out with most of the boys in our year and they all 
boasted about it. 
 

Michelle 
I went out with lots of boys because I was popular but I only went out with them once because I 
wouldn’t do that. Your Brian was one of the worst. I had to fight him off!! 
 

Sally 
shocked at how the meeting has started 
Hold on!! Let’s stop this!! Stop being so cruel Dawn. 
 

Dawn 
Well. She wound me up with that boa. Always the centre of attention. 
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Michelle  

still upset and angry 
I’d like to wind it around your neck very tightly.  
You chose that book about the Folies Bergere. I wore it to get in the mood and add a bit of 
colour to the meeting. It’s always so bland here. 
 
I should have left my knickers off as well based on my reputation! 
 

Sally  
trying to recover the situation 
Well thank you Michelle for thinking about the club and entering into the atmosphere.  
You see Dawn, the boa had a very good purpose.  
 
It wasn’t really as bad as that at school. Only a few of the boys called you that. It was just 
bragging at your expense. You know what boys are like.  Most of them still haven’t grown up. 
 
Now. Lets talk about the book, “Mystery at the Folies Bergere”, set in the late 19th century. Did 
you read it? 
 

Dawn 
Some of it. 
 

Michelle 
Most of it. 
  

Amy 
I read the introduction but I’ve been so busy with the family that I didn’t have time to read the 
whole book. 
 

Sally 
Amy, you should get the family to do things and leave you some “me” time. 
 
I have read the whole book but it’s pointless having a book club if you don’t read the book. What 
are we supposed to talk about at our meetings if we haven’t all read the book? 
 

Amy 
I come for the wine and the gossip and to get out of the house. Lots of book clubs operate like 
that. 
 

Sally 
This book club doesn’t operate like that. It’s a serious book club. We might as well call it a wine 
and gossip club if that’s all we do. 
 

Dawn/Michelle/Amy 
Ok!! 
 

Sally 
Ok what? 
 

Dawn 
Lets call it that and only meet for wine and gossip. 
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Sally 
But I like to read books and to analyse and discuss the plot and characters. 
 

Dawn 
Maybe you joined the wrong sort of club then! 
 

Sally 
I didn’t join the club, I started it. As a book club! 
 

Dawn 
Maybe we’ve progressed from there. 
 

Sally 
That’s really not on. …. You turn up here … 
 

Dawn 
I didn’t turn up here. I live here!! 
 

Sally 
Oh!! Ok!! Ok!! 
We just got started on the wrong foot tonight. I’d be really pleased if you’d reconsider. I could 
tell you what the book is about and you could ask questions. 
 

Amy  
to Michelle 
So, you lost your virginity at 17? 
 

Michelle  
Puzzled 
Well … yes. Not at 15 like Dawn is suggesting. Relationships became a lot more mature by 17. 
 

Amy 
Only you went out with my Gary for several months when you were both 16 and 17. 
  

Michelle 
Oh! Well! I’m not sure about that. 
 

Amy 
I am. I had a huge crush on him for years until he actually noticed me so I’d know who he did go 
out with and when!! 
 

Sally 
Does this matter. We’ve just agreed that we’re here to talk about books, not our teenage sexual 
history. 
 

Amy 
It matters to me. I waited years to go out with him and when we did get together he insisted that 
he hadn’t done that with anyone. We’ve been married for 18 years now and our marriage has 
always been based on trust and telling each other the truth. He’s always told me that I’ve been 
the only one. 
 

Sally 
Yes, but it’s a long time ago now. Teenagers usually play around a bit.  
not convinced with what she’s saying.  
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Gary probably meant that he didn’t have serious relationships before you. 
 

Amy 
Honesty has always been so important to Gary and me. Either you did it with him or you didn’t – 
or maybe you went out with Gary but did it with someone else. – you two timed him!! 
 

Michelle  
too hastily without thinking about it 
I wouldn’t two time anyone, I …. 
 
Amy’s in tears. Dawn goes to comfort her. 
 

Michelle 
Ok! I loved Gary but I was unfaithful to him. Once. When we were together. So it wasn’t with 
him. 
 
     Amy 
So you and he didn’t ?  ….. 
 
     Michelle 
No! 
 

Amy 
Recovering herself 
That’s ok then. So I can tell him ….. 
 
     Michelle 
Urgently 
Please don’t tell him. 
  
     Amy 
What does it matter? That long ago? 
 
     Michelle 
I loved him. I wouldn’t want him to think badly of me. 
 

Amy 
You still love my Gary? 
 

Michelle 
He was my first love. You don’t forget your first love. Please don’t tell him I was unfaithful to him. 
He doesn’t need to know. Why do you need to tell him anything? Just carry on as you are. 
 

Amy 
I suppose you’re right. 
 

Sally 
But you went out with my ex, Mick, after Gary. Was he your first one then? 
 

Dawn 
Oh come on! This is getting ridiculous! 
 

Sally 
Come on. Was he? 
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Michelle 
This is ridiculous. Stop dragging up the past. It doesn’t matter what happened all those years 
ago when we were young and carefree. 
 

Sally 
So he was then!. I knew he had a track record. That’s partly what I liked about him. Bit of 
experience. But I never knew that you were one of the notches on his bed. 
 

Michelle 
Indignant  
What do you mean “one of his notches”? 
 

Sally 
Triumphant 
One of his conquests 
 

Michelle 
It wasn’t like that. We were very fond of each other. It meant a lot. 
 

Sally 
It might have meant a lot to you but he was very active from a young age. Trouble is he started 
playing around again in his thirties … when we were married. Said he couldn’t help himself. 
That’s why we divorced. 
 

Michelle 
Michelle is now sobbing 
Bloody men!! You can never trust them. What they say!! 
 

Dawn 
Oh to hell with you all!! Always talking about yourselves!! 
 

Sally 
What’s got into you tonight? 
 

Dawn 
Emotional 
It’s Brian. I’m sure he’s got a floosy. 
 
Looking at Michelle 
I thought it might be you. Always putting yourself about! 
 

Michelle 
Me? …. With Him??!!  
Anyway. I’m not always putting myself about. Just because I show a bit of cleavage…. Since I 
split up with Jack I like a bit of male attention but that’s where it stops.  
I’m not desperate!! 
 

Dawn 
That's why I chose this book. …   about the Folies Bergere. Women dancing around with little or 
no clothes. All set up to pleasure men!! 
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Sally 
Why do you think he’s got someone else? 

 
Dawn 

He’s been distracted. Working late. Goes shopping on his own … which he never did before. 
Presents to women on his bank statement. 
 

Amy 
That’s where I feel I’ve been so lucky with my Gary. Definitely a faithful one woman man. 
 
The others look at each other 

Michelle 
whispers to Sally  
Are you telling her or shall I? 
 
To Dawn 
Oh I’m sure it’s nothing like that.  
 

Dawn 
Ah ha! That’s what you’d say if it was you. 
 

Michelle 
Emphatically 
For heaven’s sake. I am not having an affair with anyone, especially not your husband. 
 
Brian enters 
 

Brian 
Tea or coffee anyone? 
 

Michelle 
Swine!! I think we should go! 
 

Amy  
So do I 
 
They both get up and go to the living room door 
 

Michelle 
Turning to Dawn 
Oh!! Err!! I’m so sorry Dawn. Thank you for the …. evening. I’ll be in touch. 
 

Dawn 
Following them out of the door 
Please don’t go like this ….. 
 
Brian and Sally are left alone 
 

Brian 
Stunned 
What was that all about? 
 

Sally 
Have you been paying attention to Michelle? 
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Brian 

No. Not like that. She’s attractive yes…. 
 

Sally 
But that’s where it stops? 
 

Brian 
Of course 
 

Sally 
Because I’m not putting up with you flirting if we’re going to be together. 
 

Brian 
No. You’re the one. I told you. 
 

Sally 
Then it’s only fair to Dawn that we tell her soon. She obviously suspects something and it’s 
cruel to keep her guessing. 
 
    THE END 
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What the Cluck! 

Sketch by Julie 

 

The scene is set in Mama Vel and Papa G’s garden. 

The dogs and chickens are happily roaming around. 

Mama Vel is arranging some tables and chairs. 

Two people arrive by the side of the house. 

 

Mama Vel  Hello it’s lovely to see you. 

 

Dog 1   Has Mama Vel completely lost it?  Lovely?  They’re a right pain. 

 

Dog 2   Well just keep looking cute and they’ll give you a little stroke and then 

get on with yapping. 

 

Chick 1  I thought it was you three that did the yapping! 

 

Dog 1   There’s a lot more to us than that I’ll have you know.  We are far 

superior to you chickens who just leave boulders on the ground, peck and wobble. 

 

Dog 1   Goodness knows why Papa G keeps picking up those boulders and 

taking them away. 

 

Chick 2  There then seems to be a strange smell sometimes coming from their 

coup 

 

Dog 3   I’ve noticed that.  Mama Vel then gives Papa G something on a round 

flat thing.  It would be a lot easier to put it in a bowl on the floor if he’s going to eat it. 

 

Chick 3  Those boulders are called eggs.   
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Chick 1  Another couple of them have just arrived 

 

Dog 3   Why does Mama Vel keep telling them to squirt that gunge on 

themselves when they come into our garden.  There’s nothing wrong with our garden! 

 

Dog 1   Only them contaminating it! 

 

Chick 3   I agree with you, for once, she should squirt it all over them and not 

just their front paws. 

 

Chick 2  They always talk to you dogs more than us! 

 

Dog 1   I’ve already told you.  We are more important to them than you. 

 

Chick 2  That’s not true.  This is our home as much as it is yours! 

 

Dog 2   We’re better looking and individual than you chickens. 

 

Chick 2  What?  You all look the same to me!  Unlike them.  All different 

shapes and sizes and strange looks. 

 

Dog 3   Mmmm – some of them haven’t even got fur on their heads! 

 

Dog 2   Did you know, it’s the Lockdoom at the moment. 

  

Chick 3  What’s that? 

 

Dog 2   It’s when the sun is out for longer.  Once it gets to the colder darker 

days the Lockdoom will be over and they won’t come back. 
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Chick 3  Until next year. 

 

Chick 1  It’s Mama Vel’s fault – she started it.  But she’s gone too far now. 

 

Dog 1   It’s not her fault.  They are the ones that keep sneaking around the 

outside of the kennel and don’t ring that bell at the front. 

 

Dog 3   Yeah, we love that bell! 

 

Chick 3  How can we stop it? 

 

Chick 1  ‘Hey, no eggs Mama Vel!!’ -  I’ll lay mine under a bush, she’ll never 

know! 

 

Chick 2  Oh don’t be stupid!  What good will that do?  Anyway, you’ll never 

manage it. 

 

Chick 3  I’m still laying mine in the coup 

Chick 1  Tell you what – let’s go in the coup and stay there for a while when 

they’ve all left the garden 

 

Dog 2   Why? 

Chick 1  Mama Vel may realise how we feel and maybe stop them coming 

round anymore. 

 

Dog 2   Nah, she won’t, you’ll have to put up with it – when are you ever going 

to learn!? 

 

Dog 3   I could bark non-stop for 10 minutes. 

Chic 1 & 2 and Dog 1 & 2 all sigh 
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Chick 3  Oh no – please don’t.  

  

Dog 1   There must be a way to stop it. 

Chick 1  Yeah, we all need to stick together! 

 

Dog 1   That’ll be a first! 

 

Dog 2   Oh come on.  We all get on fine.  This garden’s big enough for all of us. 

 

Chick 1  It’s the invasion that causes the problems. 

 

Dog 1   Exactly 

Pause 

 

Dog 3   Who is that loud one? Is it Shake a Spear? 

 

Dog 2   You mean Tooby not Tooby – whatever his name is. 

 

Dog 3   Is it Tooby, or not? 

 

Dog 1   Some of them bring bags with cans in and the liquid stinks!  They 

sometimes spill it on the grass and that puts me off my sniffing! 

 

Chick 3  Hey, he’s gone and stuck up a folded chair right on my favourite patch. 

 

Dog 1   At least you might go and deposit your bits elsewhere in the garden.  

Why don’t you cover it up like us dogs? 

 

Chick 3  I’m not sure know how to! 
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Chick 1  They all think they’re so clever playing games and reading weirdly.  

Then they’ve got something called ‘disecting’ where they tell each other what to do. 

 

Chick 2  What? 

 

Chick 3  You’ve got that wrong. 

 

Dog 3   Dissecting?  I’ve heard that they do that to other animals. 

 

Chick 2  Oh cluck it! I’m going up the other end of the garden… 

 

Dog 2   Let’s just wait for the Lockdoom to end and then we’ll plan something 

for next years’ Lockdoom – don’t worry, they won’t get away with it again! 

 

Dog 1   But it’s still sunny when it’s colder.  What if they still come back? 

 

Dog 2   Yeah but that’s not the Lockdoom – it’s different.  They don’t come in 

the garden so much when its colder. 

 

Dog 1   Oh, OK – you seem to know everything. 

 

Dog 2   Well that’s something I do know. 

 

Pause 

 

Dog 3   They’re off again. 

 

Dog 1   Just keep walking up and down when they’re doing their weird reading 

and see if they get fed up!  Then stand there and look at them as if they’re completely mad 
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Dog 2   Did it work? 

 

Dog 1   No – they just said ‘aahhh’ and then the one with dark fur gave me a 

stroke, laughed and carried on. 

I don’t think it’s very funny really.  It’s our garden and they are invading. 

Dog 1   Oh come on.  You love to be stroked.  You should be grateful that they 

like you. 

 

Chick 2 returns from the other end of the garden 

 

Chick 2  Look this is all getting out of hand.  I think we all need to calm down 

and be a little more tolerant.  Mama Vel and Papa G look after us really well so we 

shouldn’t really complain.  It’s their garden too and they can do what they like with it. 

 

Dog 1   You’re right I suppose. 

 

Chick 3  You mean we’ve got to share the garden? 

Chick 2  Yes.  They have got some very strange ways, but then, so have you 

dogs! 

   Chicks 1 & 3 chuckle 

 

Dog 3   We wouldn’t have to worry about the Lockdoom and the light. 

 

Chick 2  Absolutely. 

 

Chick 1  Let’s think about it. 

 

Dog 2   We’re off out with Papa G.  At least we can escape for a while away 

from this wiff waff.  WOOF! 

 

Chick 2  You’d better come back with a more positive attitude! 
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Papa G  Come on girls – let’s go 

 

Dog 2   Muttering - You bet – let’s go – thank goodness! 

 

Chick 1  I’m going to go and have a rummage over by the orange flowers for a 

while.  Mama Vel is there.  I think she’s missing me. 

 

Chick 3  OK, I’ll come and join you soon. 

 

Chick 2  The invaders aren’t that bad really.  And, I wouldn’t want to live 

anywhere else! 

I might just go and do a quick peck on that toe over there though… 

 

End 
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The Pink Feather Boa by Di  

Five women are sitting socially distanced around a large garden table on the patio of a small garden.  
It is a warm summer afternoon.  Four of them have carrier bags with them containing items of various 
sizes and shapes. 

Characters 

Jenny - The host, in her fifties, very enthusiastic and outgoing 

Alice – in her sixties, quiet and motherly, easy going 

Andi – in her thirties, wearing a kaftan and sporting numerous bracelets, very calm and placid. 

Jo – in her forties, quiet and a little nervous. 

Daphne  – fifties, a no-nonsense manner, very well turned out 

Trevor – married to Alice 

Paul – married to Jenny 

                                 JENNY 

Thank you so much for coming over this evening – it is so nice to see you all in person after months 
of holding our Book club meetings via  Zoom!  Thanks too for bringing your own refreshments – 
hopefully soon we’ll be able to crack open a communal glass of Prosecco! 

A big thanks to Andi for suggesting that instead of reviewing yet another new book tonight we 
made the focus of our meeting the Marie Kondo book we read a while back regarding decluttering.   

If you remember she (that’s Marie not Andi) says we should keep only things that speak to the 
heart, and discard items that no longer spark joy.   Andi suggested we all bring one such item 
tonight and share that with the group which sounds a fantastic idea!  Of course because of Covid we 
should really avoid passing the items around but it will be great to see what you have brought along 
and hear why you have chosen your items. 

Are you all happy to do this?   

The group nod apart from Daphne. 

                                 DAPHNE 

As you know I’m not a great one for sharing personal stuff but in the spirit of togetherness I am 
happy to give this a go. 

                                 JENNY 

Thank you Daphne.  I can understand your reservations but I’m sure you’ll enjoy it! 

Andi as this was your suggestion would you like to start?   

Andi beams and bends down to pick up her carrier bag.   

                                 ANDI 

Thanks Jenny.  And thanks too for hosting us today – it is such a treat to see everyone in person! 

I did think long and hard before deciding what to bring along but in the end the decision was an 
easy one.   As many of you know I spent 6 months in Asia a few years back, mostly in Thailand and I 
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became very attracted to Buddhism.  Although not a practising Buddhist in the fullest sense I do try 
very hard to incorporate the key aspects of Buddhism in my daily life.   So my item is (she pulls off 
the carrier bag) a beautiful statue of Buddha all the way from Thailand!   

The group (apart from Daphne) all look impressed and say 

                               JENNY/ALICE/JO 

 How lovely, how special.   

                                DAPHNE 

Its ok I suppose but I’m sure I’ve seen one just like that at the Garden Centre.  And I don’t quite 
understand what it does? 

                                 JENNY 

It doesn’t have to do anything Daphne – it’s what the item means to Andi that is important.   

Daphne looks a bit confused. 

Thank you Andi – what a lovely start to the evening.  Jo would you like to go next? 

                                 JO 

Thanks  Jenny.  I have brought something that means a lot to me but now I feel a bit silly and am not 
sure what you will think. 

                                JENNY 

No need to feel silly – we are all friends here. 

                                 JO 

Jo picks up her carrier bag and carefully takes out a small wooden box with a tiny metal plaque on the 
lid which reads Scamp.  The group all exchange glances. 

Living alone my pets mean a lot to me and I find it very hard to say Goodbye when they have passed 
on so I keep their ashes in my spare bedroom.  These are the ashes for Scamp who I had for 15 
years.  I hope you don’t think that’s a bit strange? 

There is a moments silence…. 

                                 ALICE   

I think that’s a lovely idea – what a very special way of still having your pet near you.  I’m sure there 
are many people who feel as you do. 

                                 ANDI 

Buddhists ask that we treat animals kindly and I can see that you really love your pets Jo. 

Daphne is about to say something but Jenny glares at her and shakes her head. 

                                 JENNY 

Thank you for sharing that with us Jo – I too think that is a beautiful thing to do – don’t you agree 
Daphne?   
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 DAPHNE 

I suppose so. 

                                JENNY 

Well perhaps I should share my item next.  I’m starting to think it’s a little frivolous compared to 
our first two amazing  offerings but here goes.   

She bends down under the table, brings out a carry bag and tips onto the table a pink feather boa. 

You may think this is an odd item but it belonged to my grandmother, Nanny May.  She was a 
flapper in the 1920s when she was in her 20s.  She was quite a character and I spent a lot a time 
with her when I was child.  The feather boa was in her dressing up box and I loved wearing it.  She 
died when she was only 50 and left a number of things to me but this was the most precious.  I 
swear I can still smell her perfume on it.  

                                 DAPHNE 

I’m not sure I would want to remember a slapper? 

                                 JENNY 

No, not a slapper Daphne  – a flapper! 

                                 DAPHNE 

Is there a difference? 

                                 JENNY 

Yes Daphne and not just the first letter thank you very much! 

I’m so attached to the boa that I’ve even worn it out on occasions.  One time I was going on a blind 
date. My date and I had agreed to wear something pink so we would recognise each other -  photos 
not always being that reliable!  I opted for the boa and he was going to wear a pink bow tie.  I told 
myself that showed an interesting quirkiness on his part……… 

We’d arranged to meet up at a pub in town but what we hadn’t reckoned on was that hen parties 
would occasionally meet there at the beginning of their evening so when I arrived early and eager 
there were around a dozen women all with pink feather boas! 

                                  ANDI 

Oh no!  What did you do? 

                                  JENNY 

Well I was convinced that the man of my dreams wouldn’t pick me out in the crowd so I kept my 
eyes fixed on the door to the pub.  As it happens when the door opened my date turned out to be 
much shorter and older than his photo and had opted to dress entirely in pink.  I couldn’t face being 
seen with a man who looked like an oversized shrimp so to my shame I merged in with the hen 
party crowd and manoeuvred my way to the door and my escape!    I felt terrible afterwards at the 
thought of him trying to find me in the crowd! 

                                 ALICE 

What a funny story!  Thank goodness I’ve never had to go on a blind date!   
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                                DAPHNE 

Well you’re very lucky Alice.  Internet dating is no fun believe me. 

                                ANDI  

I would never have thought you would have done that Daphne. 

                               DAPHNE 

Oh Yes.  I was always very cautious though.  I used to vet potential dates very thoroughly before 
meeting them.  I had a list of essential qualities such as being solvent, a full head of hair, university 
educated, no more than one previous long term relationship and so on. 

                                ANDI 

Goodness – did anyone ever get through the vetting? 

                                DAPHNE  

Very rarely – but I do believe in having very clear standards.  On the very few occasions I actually 
met someone I would be quite direct in letting them know if I felt that they were unsuitable.    

                                 JENNY 

Well that’s an interesting approach Daphne - thank you for sharing that with us.  I was very lucky in 
that eventually I met my gorgeous Paul. 

Perhaps now Daphne would be a good time to let us know what you have brought along today? 

                                 DAPHNE 

Not being one for too much touchy feely stuff I’ve focussed on something very practical.  She delves 
into her bag and pulls out a small vacuum cleaner.    

                                 ALICE 

Oh that’s different – did you mean to bring that along? 

                                DAPHNE  

Of course.  I always have this to hand as it is extremely effective in cleaning up any spillages as well 
ensuring I keep my house immaculately clean.  I know not everyone feels that cleanliness is next to 
godliness but for me it is and I wouldn’t be without my little cleaner.  Would you like me to 
demonstrate? 

                                 JENNY 

That’s really kind Daphne but time is running short so sadly not but thank you for sharing this with 
us. 

Alice – that just leaves you. 

                                ALICE 

Well you may have noticed that I don’t have a bag with me but if you give me a moment I will pop 
out to the car and bring my item in.   Alice leaves the garden. 
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                                ANDI 

How exciting – I wonder what it could be? 

                               DAPHNE 

Perhaps it’s just an excuse to leave and not return 

                               ANDI  

I love your dry sense of humour Daphne. 

                                 JO  

This has been such a nice idea Andi – I’ve really enjoyed seeing everyone’s special items. 

There is the sound of footsteps and Alice reappears with a jovial looking man, albeit one who looks 
very pink in the face.  He is also carrying a small carrier bag. 

                                ALICE 

Hello everyone – allow me to introduce my husband Trevor – I couldn’t think of anything better 
than my Trevor that sparks joy in my life!   

Everyone apart from Daphne says Ah, how lovely.  Daphne sits stony faced. 

                                 JENNY 

Well Alice you’ve certainly surprised us! What a beautiful thing to say and so very nice to meet you 
Trevor.  Let me get you a chair and you can join us for the rest of the evening.   

                                 TREVOR 

Thank you – I’ve been sitting in the car for a bit longer than I’d anticipated and I was starting to get 
overheated.  Alice pours him a glass of water. 

                                ALICE 

I hope you don’t mind Jenny but I suggested Trevor also bring along a special item to share with us 
all. 

                                JENNY 

Of course not.  What have you brought Trevor? 

                                 TREVOR 

Well obviously I would have brought along Alice as my first choice (more ahs from the group apart 
from Daphne) so have had to settle for my second love.  He carefully brings out a box from the bag 
and takes off the lid.    

                                 DAPHNE  

I hope it’s not another set of ashes 

                                 TREVOR 

What was that? 
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                                 ALICE 

Just one of Daphne’s jokes – carry on. 

                               TREVOR 

This is one of my prize collection model train engines.  I have a huge collection at home and Alice 
has let me have a permanent model railway in our spare bedroom.  I believe it’s very similar to the 
layout Rod Stewart has but on a smaller scale of course. 

                               ALICE 

Yes – I call Trevor my very own Rod Stewart! 

Before the group can react to this Trevor overcome by the heat slumps forward – his prize train 
engine slipping from his grasp.  It lands on the box containing Scamp’s ashes and dislodges the lid 
causing some of the ashes to escape into the air.  Trevor breaks into a paroxysm of coughing. 

                               ALICE 

On no – that’s set off Trevor’s asthma ! 

She delves into her handbag to find an inhaler. 

 As she leans over to help Trevor her elbow knocks over the Buddha which falls off the table – a 
fragment of the Buddha’s toes breaks off 

                                ANDI 

Oh no – you stupid woman – look what you’ve done! 

                                DAPHNE  

Well not so calm and Zen like now are we Andi? 

                               ANDI 

Shut up Daphne – I think Buddha himself would find you a challenge at times! 

                               ALICE 

I’m so sorry everyone – I feel dreadful.    

                               DAPHNE 

Would you like me to hoover up the ashes with my vacuum cleaner? 

                              JO and JENNY 

No! 

Paul, a man in his 50s enters the garden – he stops and takes in the scene unfolding before him with 
some disbelief.  Alice is tending to Trevor with the inhaler, Jo and Andi look like they may burst into 
tears, Daphne is waving her vacuum cleaner around, Jenny is surreptitiously shaking out her feather 
boa. 

                                 PAUL  

Good evening everyone – how’s book club going?   
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                                  JENNY 

Hello darling.  Everyone this is my husband Paul. 

As you can see things have taken a bit of an unexpected turn! 

                                 PAUL 

I did wonder! 

                                JENNY 

I’ll explain later but I thinks it’s time everyone to bring the afternoon to a close.   

I’ll go and get my dustpan and brush and sweep up Scamps ashes.  I don’t think they’ve scattered 
too far.    

                                 JO 

Thank you Jenny – and don’t worry Trevor – Scamp was always one for getting into scrapes.    

Jenny exits to get her dustpan 

                               ALICE 

Andi - can we take your Buddha home and repair him for you?  Trevor is a dab hand with the 
Superglue. 

                               ANDI 

I’m sure he is Alice but I’d feel happier taking it home with me.  And I’m sorry everyone for losing 
my customary cool. 

Whilst this has been going on Paul has been looking at Daphne..  She is aware of this and hurriedly 
stuffs her vacuum cleaner into her bag and gets up to leave 

                               PAUL (speaking to Daphne) 

I hope you mind me saying this but you look vaguely familiar?  Have we met somewhere before? 

                               DAPHNE 

I don’t think so – excuse me I’ve just realised I’m running late for my Pilates.   Please give my thanks 
to Jenny for an um interesting afternoon.  She sweeps out as Jenny returns. 

                              JENNY 

Have you frightened Daphne off Paul? 

                               PAUL 

I think that was the Iron lady 

                               JO 

You mean like Margaret Thatcher?  I must admit I do find her a bit scary! 

                                 PAUL 

No although I see what you mean!  Before I met Jenny I went on some internet dates.  I think I may 
have met Daphne then.  To be honest it was more like an interview than a date.  Daphne told me 
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that I was very boring and she would rather be at home doing the ironing!!!  After that I always 
thought of her as the Iron Lady! 

                                 JENNY 

That sounds like Daphne!   No wonder she disappeared so quickly……… 

                                  JO 

I almost feel sorry for her – I don’t think she can be very happy 

                                 ALICE 

You’re very kind Jo.  Well I’m glad to say Trevor is feeling a bit better now – I think it’s time we 
went too.   

                                 ANDI 

I’ll be on my way too 

Jenny carefully replaces the missing ashes in Scamps box and hands it back to Jo 

                                 JO 

Thank you Jenny – and time for me to go too 

They all get up to leave 

                                  JENNY 

Thank you all for coming round – I think though next week it’s probably safer if we go back to Zoom. 

They all nod as they trail out forlornly clutching their bags –  in Alice’s case she is clutching Trevor. 

                                 PAUL 

Well I wonder what your Nanny May would have made of all that? 

                                 JENNY 

I’m sure she would have seen the funny side and would probably recommend a stiff drink – time for 
a strong gin I think!!  She wraps her pink feather boa around herself and leaves the stage with Paul. 

 

THE END 
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MATCH 

BY DAVID 

 

TWO PERSON SCENE SET IN COFFEE SHOP. JOHN 

DAVIS. SUE HUGHS OBVIOUSLY CLOSE FRIENDS. SUE 

HAS A LAPTOP OPEN IN FRONT OF HER. JOHN SAT 

OPPOSITE, IS TRYING TO SEE THE SCREEN WHICH SUE 

MOVES OUT OF THE WAY.  

NOISES – COFFEE SHOP FADE IN MID CONVERSATION  

 

SUE:  

…Oh no you don’t… Right, just settle down and listen. Are 

you ready? Now you’ll just have to trust me on this, I don’t 

want you dismissing anyone out of hand, so I’m not letting 

you see their profile pictures first. Anyway, if your 

picture is anything to go by, we have already left the land 

of the real, and entered the magical kingdom of make 

believe. 

JOHN:  

What do you mean? That’s a great picture of me. 

SUE:  

Yes, it is a great picture of you, however it was taken at 

least ten years ago and shot though what appears to be a 

Vaseline smeared lens. And, I must admit, this is the most 

disturbing thing, you’re wearing a “Jim Fixed it for me” T-

shirt. You do know what Jim actually fixed don’t you? 

JOHN:  

Yes of course, but those shirts were all the rage then, and 

anyway he died a year or so after the photograph was taken, 

so I was wearing it before he did anything. 
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SUE:  

What? so, you think he came back from beyond the grave 

and...  

JOHN:  

No. No. You know what I mean, we just didn’t know at the 

time. Most of us thought he was just a good old cheeky 

chappie. It’s like back in the day, who knew George Michael 

was gay? A handsome chap with perfectly moisturised skin, a 

lovely bouffant and whiter than white teeth, who likes 

wearing leather and posing in very short, and surprisingly 

tight, swimming trunks with his friend Andrew – No one saw 

that coming. 

SUE:  

Ooooohhhh kay! Well, I think we’ll discuss your apparent 

inability to spot the flaming obvious later. Now I’ve 

narrowed it down to three possible matches, each one of them 

is compatible with your profile on a number of counts and… 

JOHN:  

But what if I don’t like them?  

SUE:  

Then, you finish your drink, say thank you for the pleasant 

evening, but you really must dash; stand up and leave. Then 

as soon as you get home call me and let me know how truly 

dreadful it really was.  

JOHN:  

Sounds wonderful.  

SUE:  

Right here we go. Drum roll please. The first lovely 

contestant hoping to be on the arm of the man with a Jimmy 

Saville T shirt, is the so called ‘One Whip Doodler’. One 
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Whip Doodler is a happy, gregarious...  

JOHN:  

What?  

SUE:  

Gregarious, it means they’re very sociable.  

 

 

JOHN:  

No! Thank you. I know the definition of gregarious, what did 

you say they were called.  

SUE:  

One whip doodler. 

JOHN:  

One whip doodler! One whip doodler, what kind of nutter is 

called one whip doodler?  

SUE:  

That’s not their real name, idiot. That’s their screen 

name.  

JOHN:  

Yes. I’m not a complete moron,but couldn’t they have chosen 

something more… more… more.  

SUE:  

Appropriate?  

JOHN:  

Yes! Exactly! Appropriate!   

SUE:  
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Such as?  

 

 

JOHN:  

I don’t know, love seeker or dark eyed beauty.  

SUE:  

John you do realise that there are over 30 million people 

use dating sites, each one of those must have a unique, 

individual screen name. Nowadays you are lucky if you have a 

screen name that even remotely makes sense or isn’t composed 

entirely of numbers and symbols.   

JOHN:  

Yes, but, one whip doodler, sounds like a cash strapped 

dominatrix who gets bored easily.  

SUE:  

Cash strapped?  

JOHN:  

She can only afford one whip.  

SUE:  

Oh!  

Anyway, you promised not to make any snap judgements and you 

are already doing just that. Now either you let me…  

JOHN:  

Ok, ok, we’ll do it your way.  

SUE:  

One whip….  

SUE IS INTERRUPTED BY A SNORT OF LAUGHTER FROM 
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JOHN  

 

SUE:  

Right OK, that’s it, I think its best if we….  

JOHN:  

What now?  

SUE:  

You, you’re smirking.  

JOHN:  

Smirking? 

SUE:  

Yes, smirking, and I might add with a capital mirk.  

JOHN:  

I wasn’t smirking this is just my polite listening face, I 

always use this face, I think it’s my best one. Anyway, let 

me just have one quick look, just to make sure you haven’t 

set me up with a complete horror. 

SUE:  

No! All you need to do is just - listen  

JOHN:  

Oh c'mon Sue, all I want is one quick look. That can’t hurt 

surely, just a little peek. Just a teeny-weeny peek.  

SUE:  

A teeny-weeny peek is that all you want?  

JOHN:  

Yes, honestly. I won’t make any judgements. I just want to 
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know what I’m letting myself in for.  

SUE:  

Well in that case….  

JOHN:  

Yes?  

SUE:  

No!   

JOHN:  

Ha! very funny.  

SUE:  

I thought so. Anyway, you haven’t said the magic word.  

JOHN:  

What magic word?  

SUE:  

'The' magic word. Come on you know what I mean.   

JOHN:  

Oh! For goodness sake  

SUE:  

As that well known phrase says - no magic word-ee no look-

ee  

JOHN:  

Ok, Ok. Sue may I please, please look at….  

SUE MAKES THE SOUND OF A WRONG ANSWER BUZZER 

SUE:  

‘Eh er!’ No, I’m sorry, but I’m afraid that was the wrong 
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magic word. The magic word I needed was abracadabra. Good 

try though!  

JOHN:  

Right, this is getting ridiculous. Either you let me look 

first or I’m not doing it.  

SUE:  

John, you’re being childish. 

JOHN:  

What! I’m being childish? You’re the one asking for magic 

words.  

SUE:  

John we’ve been through this. We both know that underneath 

that seemingly dark, deep brooding exterior of yours there 

hides a very shallow pool of cynical detachment and that you 

do, on occasion, make instant, superficial judgements based 

on very limited knowledge, and once that judgement is made 

it would take the combined forces of a small South American 

country working at double time, and on a Sunday, using a 

very big hammer to break down even one of your ideas.  

JOHN:  

Now that's not true at all! I am just a very good judge of 

character.  

SUE:  

Oh, a good judge of character, are you? Ok then, what did 

you think of me when we first met.  

JOHN:  

Sue, that was nearly six years ago, how can I remember 

what…  
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SUE:  

Well let me remind you.   

JOHN:  

Not again, I’ve apologised on an almost daily basis.  

SUE:  

You said...  

JOHN:  

Sue, please...  

SUE:  

Ah, Ah, Ah! You said, and please forgive me if I misquote 

you a little. The first time we were introduced at Sally’s 

party you said, ‘ah hello Ms Devat’. I thought you had just 

mistaken me for someone else, it wasn't until I asked Sally 

later that I found out DeVat was your way of saying divorced 

with attitude. Very funny. Oh look another DeVat. 

JOHN:  

Well, you were...  

SUE:  

Do not make even the slightest effort to defend yourself, 

John. Do I make myself absolutely clear?  

JOHN MUTTERING  

SUE:  

I said.     Have I made myself...  

JOHN:  

Yes! Yes! Ok! You win, I’m a superficial loser who bases 

everything on first impressions and I am usually wrong. 

Happy? Now can I look?  
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SUE:  

Yes!  

JOHN:  

Really, let me see then?  

SUE:  

Oh no, no, no! You can’t look. I meant that I was happy and 

that once again I’m right and you’re wrong.  

JOHN:  

Ohh! for…  

SUE:  

Don't worry, it will be fine, just be yourself.  

JOHN:  

What, a shallow superficial loser? 

SUE:  

No, a charming, funny, intelligent, man who will be the 

dream catch for the right girl. Especially if she likes 

Jimmy Savile. Right, now do you want to hear about tonight’s 

match or not?  

JOHN MUTTERING  

SUE:  

I’m sorry.  

JOHN:  

Yes. I want to hear about the unspecified horror that you 

will be inflicting on my person later this evening.  

SUE:  

And the magic word is?   
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JOHN:  

Abra-bloody-cadababra!  

SUE MAKES THE SOUND OF A ‘WRONG ANSWER’ BUZZER 

SUE:  

Eh er! No, sorry the magic word we were looking for this 

time was; please, but… 

JOHN:  

Sue!  

SUE:  

OK, OK, sorry, getting carried away there. Right, here we 

go.  

SUE:  

One whip….  

SUE IS ONCE AGAIN INTERRUPTED BY A SNORT OF 

LAUGHTER FROM JOHN  

SUE: 

Ok that’s it, I’m going. Here are the contact details, you 

meet tonight at 7:30 in Carlucci’s, the Italian place in 

Dovemore road, dress smart but casual, don’t be late, Be on 

your best behaviour and call me as soon as you get home.  

JOHN:  

Sue, please.  

SOUND OF SUE GETTING UP AND LEAVING - CALLING 

BACK 

SUE:  

Be nice, have a good time, call me later.  

NOISES FADE  
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TIME HAS PASSED; FADE IN THE SOUND OF A PHONE 

RINGING. SUE WOKEN FROM SLEEP. WE ONLY HEAR ONE 

SIDE OF THE CONVERSATION. SUE PAUSING AFTER 

EACH LINE – LISTENING TO THE MUMBLED REPLIES WE 

CANNOT HEAR  

SUE:  

Hello!  John, what time is it. Have you only just arrived 

home? You party animal I didn’t think you.. 

Sorry, sorry, go ahead. 

The Hospital? Are you Ok?  

Oh!   

She did what?  

How?  

I would have thought that was physically impossible.  

She must be very bendy. 

Ow! my eyes are watering just thinking about it.  

Look meet me tomorrow, same time at the tea room.   

Ok, ok, bye.  

FADE OUT 

  

FADE IN TO NOISES COFFEE SHOP AND LAUGHTER FROM 

BOTH SUE AND JOHN MID CONVERSATION.   

SUE:  
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…..so, what did he say to that?  

JOHN:  

Next time madam, I suggest you either limber up first or at 

least remove your shoe before attempting that again.  

LAUGHTER FROM BOTH  

SUE:  

Oh my word! That must be one of the funniest things I’ve 

heard in a long time. I take it that a second date is out of 

the question then.   

JOHN:  

Too right it is, that’s the first time I’ve ever been banned 

from a restaurant, but to be honest I would be too 

embarrassed to go back there anyway.  

LAUGHTER FROM BOTH. 

SUE:  

Oh I’m so sorry John. But it couldn't have been all bad 

could it?  

JOHN:  

No, no. In fact it...  

SUE:  

Ok, stop. Start from the beginning, tell me all about it. 

What was she like, what was she wearing, did she..  

JOHN:  

Actually the first thing I noticed was her hair,  

John interrupted by Sue Laughing 

SUE:  

And the last thing was her lack of same I suppose  
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JOHN:  

Well, Yes, oh my; the poor thing she must have been in quite 

a lot of pain  

John interrupted by Sue Laughing 

JOHN:  

Sue! it could have been serious, if the wheelbarrow hadn’t 

been there we..  

John interrupted by Sue Laughing 

JOHN:  

Sue!   

 

SUE:  

Sorry, sorry carry on.  

JOHN:  

Well, she had long red hair - Sue!  

John interrupted by Sue Laughing 

SUE:  

I‘m fine, go ahead, please just ignore me. You were 

describing her hair.  

JOHN:  

Actually it was pretty spectacular, almost came down to her 

waist, very full and well cared for, it sort of moved when 

she moved. Looked like she’d walked straight out of a 

shampoo commercial. Anyway we had just ordered a few 

starters and were doing the boring getting to know you 

mindless chitchat and had gotten on to the subject of 

hobbies and interests when she mentioned soul cleansing and 

homeopathy..  
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SUE:  

Oh No! I think I can guess what happened next… did she hate 

you instantly?  

JOHN:  

I’ll have you know I was very restrained and..  

SUE:  

Now, is this the Oxford English Dictionary’s definition of 

restrained or the John Smiths definition, which should have 

an ‘Un’ at the beginning?  

JOHN:  

I merely pointed out to her ………  

SUE:  

Here we go. The main event begins. Let’s have a clean match, 

no hitting below the belt. It’s time to just point a few 

things out.  

JOHN:  

I simply asked…….  

SUE:  

Because I know you really, really, well I’m just going to 

assume that whatever you said next was annoying, so skip on 

to the good bit. 

 JOHN:  

I find your lack of faith disturbing. Anyway, it was shortly 

after that when she wanted to show me her Pada Sirsasana. 

SUE:  

On a first date, that’s terrible, what a brazen hussy.   

JOHN:  
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I must admit I did get a little frightened when she asked if 

I wanted to see it, but It’s a movement in Yoga, apparently. 

She wanted to prove that due to being in touch with her 

inner self she could now do amazing things with her body  

SUE:  

I bet she did!  

JOHN:  

So, she starts to show me what she can do by putting her 

left leg behind her head. Now I must admit I was impressed. 

I’m ecstatic nowadays if I can bend down and tie my own 

shoelaces, even so I wouldn’t want to demonstrate my 

flexibility, in a restaurant, on a first date – she was a 

complete nut job obviously. 

SUE:  

Oh, obviously.  

JOHN:  

Unfortunately, she was wearing boots with those big metal 

lace hook thingys. Well that, combined with all the hair 

meant that.. 

SUE:  

It’s not going to end well is it?  

JOHN:  

Well to cut a long story short, the lace thingys get caught 

in her hair, she tries to pull free, but she can’t move her 

leg without pulling clumps of hair out, so she panics, and 

this leads to her getting severe cramp in her thigh. So now 

she’s stuck there, one leg bent over her head, screaming for 

someone to do something.  Though what she wanted them to do 

is anyone’s guess.  The waiter comes running over followed 

swiftly by the manager, everyone in the restaurant is 

looking round trying to find out what on Earth is going on. 
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Phones come out; but it’s obvious they are recording rather 

than phoning for help. She sees this, and starts into a 

screaming rant against the injustices of the modern 

voyeuristic society. The manager and waiter are trying to 

help but are really just making things worse, as every time 

they touch her, she screams even louder about inappropriate 

touching and the violation of her inner sanctum. By this 

point blood is dripping down her face and all I could think 

about was that Stephen King film, Carrie. That’s when 

someone pointed out that St Luke’s hospital is only a few 

minutes down the road. But how is she going to get there – 

it’s a Saturday night, a taxi, or even an ambulance would 

take an age to arrive, obviously she can’t hop all the way 

so..  

SUE:  

Ahh! The wheelbarrow.  

JOHN:  

Exactly, the wheelbarrow. Luckily builders had been in the 

kitchens the day before. The manager trundles it out, adds a 

few cushions, bundles her in and we were off. Straight into 

casualty.   

They took one look, and with just a few snips of the 

scissors, twenty seconds with an electric razor, a local 

anesthetic, two rather neat stiches, seven plasters, a few 

dabs of antiseptic, an ice pack and she was good to go, as 

they say.    

SUE:  

I don’t care about what they say. What did you say, to her?  

JOHN:  

Well I was a bit of a loss for words to tell the truth, 

mumbled something about ‘not to worry it will soon grow back 

and a conciliatory ‘it doesn’t look too bad’. Patted her 
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hand and then topped this off with a ‘what a lovely evening 

but unfortunately I was extremely busy and I would call 

later.    

 

SUE:  

Which you haven’t.  

JOHN:  

Which I haven’t. But where do you go from there.   

SUE:  

I’ll tell you where you go from there, next Tuesday you move 

straight on to contestant number two the lovely Ms Muesli 

MountainHer.   

JOHN:  

Oh great sounds like I’m going to be banned from another 

restaurant   

SUE:  

Actually, there’s no restaurant this time. Ms MountainHer 

has arranged a little getting to know you day out, you’ll be 

meeting at the activity centre. She’s even sent a clothing 

list – looks like you’re going hiking.   

JOHN: 

Hiking, with my knees, you’ve got to be…  

NOISES FADE  

  

 

AGAIN TIME HAS PASSED; THE SOUND OF A PHONE 

RINGING. SUE WOKEN FROM SLEEP. AGAIN WE ONLY 

HEAR ONE SIDE OF THE CONVERSATION. SUE PAUSING 

AFTER EACH LINE – LISTENING TO THE REPLIES WE 
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CANNOT HEAR  

SUE:  

Hello!  Hello! - John is that you?  

It’s very hard to understand what you’re saying.  

What drugs?  

Why are you taking those? 

The hospital? Again?  

She did what?  

I didn’t know they could swell.  

How?  

Did you deserve it?  

Sorry, sorry, I’m sure you were completely innocent.  

Ok, next Monday, same time.  

Shall I bring a cushion for…  

Sorry, see you Monday.  

NOISES FADE  

FADE IN TO NOISES COFFEE SHOP AND LAUGHTER FROM 

BOTH. SUE AND JOHN MID CONVERSATION.   

SUE:  

…….and are you sure it was the same doctor as last week?   

JOHN:  

Yes definitely, in fact he asked my opinion on whether it 

was more pleasant to arrive in an ambulance rather than in a 

wheelbarrow.  

SUE:  

So, what did he say after he examined you?   
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JOHN:  

Next time sir, I suggest you wear appropriate protection 

whilst performing that maneuver.  

LAUGHTER FROM BOTH  

SUE:  

So, you won’t be going paintballing again anytime soon I 

take it  

JOHN:  

Actually I quite enjoyed it; up until the incident.  

SUE:  

Ah! Yes! Tell me about – ‘the incident’.  

JOHN:  

Well everything had been going fine, we’d had a quick coffee 

and a chat – seemed to be getting on quite well, we’d had 

the briefing from the organisers, been given the safety 

lecture etc and we were about ten minutes into the game – I 

hadn’t even fired a shot yet, I’d just been dodging bullets 

or balls or..  

INTERRUPTED BY SUE LAUGHING  

JOHN:  

Sue please.   

SUE:  

Sorry, but you said balls and what with……...   

PAUSE 

Sorry. Sorry, continue.   

JOHN:  

Anyway, we were both hiding behind a rock when I noticed 
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that she had a small tattoo on her wrist. So I asked what it 

was. Now this is what started the whole thing off. She said 

it was a Celtic Knot. 

 

 

 

SUE:  

Seems innocent enough. Why would you, asking her about a 

tattoo, turn her into a crazed psycho killer?   

JOHN:  

Well if she’d left it there, we would have probably moved on 

and spoken about other things, but she then ‘explained’ the 

tattoo. She said something like,  

JOHN USING A BREATHY SPIRITUAL VOICE  

JOHN:  

I wanted something Celtic, because my spiritual path is 

rooted in my Celtic ancestry, I saw the intricate knotwork 

as representative of the endless interweaving journey of 

life and spiritual growth.  

JOHN:  

And I simply said…  

SUE:  

John, I know exactly what you said, well maybe not word for 

word but the gist of it would be something like ‘how on 

earth could a rational human being believe in all that hocus 

pocus.  

 

JOHN:  
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I did not say Hocus pocus I said…  

SUE:  

Mumbo Jumbo? Fiddle faddle? Willy Nilly? Lardy dardy? Rumpy 

Pumpy? Arty Farty?  

JOHN:  

No, I… Rumpy Pumpy?  

SUE:  

What?  

JOHN:  

Rumpy Pumpy! You just said it  

SUE:  

Did I. how strange? – Anyway, don’t change the subject, what 

did you actually say to little Ms spirituality? Don’t bother 

with all the boring, intellectual bits of the conversation, 

where you both tried to convince each other of the merits of 

each other’s argument, just tell me the killer line that did 

it  

JOHN:  

Well she did seem to take umbrage at ‘Happy Clappy 

Nonsense’  

 

SUE:  

Happy Clappy Nonsense. Good one. Good one. Should have seen 

that coming though.  

JOHN:  

that’s when she shot me  

SUE:  
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In the…  

JOHN:  

Yes right in the……  Apparently, it was all an accident and 

her finger had simply slipped on the trigger  

SUE:  

Well it could have been an accident. 

JOHN:  

Yes, I suppose it could have been an accident, and I could 

have believed that. If it wasn’t for the fact that her 

finger ‘slipped’ again and then again one final time as she 

looked me in my, by now very watery, frightened eyes and 

said ‘oops!’  

SUE:  

Then what happened?   

 

 

JOHN:  

Well, I couldn’t walk obviously, as by this point the 

swelling had started, luckily my very manly sobs and wails 

of pain attracted quite a crowd, there must be dozens of You 

Tube videos circulating entitled ‘bang bang big balls’ or 

‘Man crying like a little girl’ or some such. After a few 

minutes someone obviously took pity on me and called for the 

site first aider and she recommended ice. But they couldn’t 

find an ice pack so they used a bag of sweetcorn from the 

canteen – by the way I will never be able to walk down 

Sainsburys frozen veg aisle without my eyes watering. 

Anyway, the swelling didn’t seem to be going down and by 

this point I was crying so much they actually called me an 

ambulance. 
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SUE:  

What happened to your Ms MountainHer?  

JOHN:  

Oh I’ll be having nightmares about her for years to come. I 

did catch a final glimpse of ‘psycho chick’ as I was being 

loaded into the ambulance, she just looked at me, winked and 

mimed firing a gun and then blowing on the end of her 

finger. Luckily that’s the last I saw of her. Next thing I 

remember is getting a once over at the hospital.  

SUE:  

John I’m so sorry, hopefully the next one will be better.  

JOHN:  

The next one, you must be joking, I have been banned from 

one of my favourite restaurants, shot at and had my nethers 

turned all the shades of the Farrow and Ball catalogue from 

Imperial purple to Ravens Squawk.  

SUE:  

Ravens Squawk?  

JOHN:  

It’s a light greeny yellow combo – been thinking of painting 

the bathroom…. But that’s not the point. I am not going on 

another of those dates. I’m afraid to think what will happen 

next. I’ll probably find myself locked in a wicker basket, 

with Muesli MountainHers mates dancing round a flickering 

bonfire, with me as the offering to the goddess of Celtic 

knots or something.    

SUE:  

No. It hasn’t been too successful has it. But I’m confident 

this next one will be perfect for you. No outdoor activities 

this time just a nice meal at the new restaurant in town. 
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You did say that you would try three dates and I promise if 

this doesn’t work out, I won’t bother you again.  

JOHN:  

Promise? 

SUE:  

Absolutely. Right then, contestant number three, who I might 

add, does not perform yoga on a first date or have a pulp 

fiction soundtrack running in her head. The so called “Quad 

me renter”. Yes, and before you say anything, I know it 

sounds like she owns a quad bike leasing company, but she 

does tick a lot of your boxes. So, ‘Quad me Renter’ is 

interested in 90’s music and has......  

NOISES FADE  

 

NOISES FADE IN. BUSY RESTAURANT JOHN SPEAKING 

TO WAITER 

JOHN:  

Hello, Good evening I have a reservation for 7:30. Under the 

name of Renter I believe. I’m looking for.. Oh! Oh! never 

mind I can see her over there. Thank you.  

 

MOVEMENT TOWARDS THE TABLE  

 JOHN:  

Good evening you must be the infamous ‘Quad Me Renter’ I’ve 

heard so much about. Now forgive me if I’m wrong but Quad me 

Renter isn’t that just thinly disguised Latin, quod merentur 

or ......... What they deserve.  

SUE:  

Ah! I thought you might figure it out. Well I think it’s 
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true we do deserve each other. And no, not in a; ‘well there 

is no one else who would have them’ kind of way  

JOHN:  

Thanks.  

SUE:  

Oh, come on you know what I mean, it’s just that…  

JOHN:  

Sue! Sue, its fine, I agree, all this time we’ve known each 

other, both of us skipping around looking for something and 

all along its been right there in front of us. You are 

right. Lets do it.   

Hello, my names John, a real pleasure to meet you. Before we 

begin, I must warn you that recently some of the blind dates 

I have been on have not gone according to plan.  

LAUGHTER FROM BOTH  

SUE:  

Hi I’m Sue, nice to meet you too. Please sit down. Well 

let’s hope this date has a slightly better outcome for you.  

JOHN:  

Oh, I’m sure it will….  

NOISES FADE  

   

 THE END 
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“COMPUTER SHE SAY NO!” 

By 
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SCENE 1 

We find Peter and Casandra in the front room of their home. Peter has just entered the house at a 
canter slamming the door. Casandra comes into the front room where Peter has flung himself into a 
chair. She has a fruit cake mix in a mixing bowl which she is industriously stirring under her left 
arm and a scowl on her face. 

CASANDRA 

The door is nearly in one piece! What’s going on? 

PETER 

Bloody car!  

CASANDRA 

It’s brand new. What’s happened? 

PETER 

Shift to Park for 20 bloody minutes!  

CASANDRA 

What? 

PETER 

It just doesn’t work. Where’s the phone? 

CASANDRA 

Here. Catch! 

She stops stirring, scoops up the phone, and throws it to Peter 

PETER 

What? Ouch! Blimmy, that hurt 

CASANDRA 

I’m going to finish my cake. 

PETER 

Right. where is the number. Here we are. Right 0,3,3,8, 

double zero 7,2,0,0. Speaker on. 

The phone can be clearly heard ringing. Then the disembodied voice comes through 

OPERATOR 

Hi, your call is important to us. We wish to put you 

through to the right department. Please listen to next 9 

choices and pick the one most appropriate to you: 

1. Sales 
2. Maintenance 
3. Servicing 
4. Accident 
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PETER 

I am losing the will to live… 

CASANDRA 

Tea? 

Casandra beats a hasty retreat to the kitchen. The kettle can be heard going on as the menu 
continues. 

OPERATOR 

5. Breakdown 
6. Accounts 
7. Something Completely useless to you, but which we 

know will annoy the hell out you 

8. A long wait 
9. Anything else 

PETER 

Right nine  

He presses the phone, and it can be heard to ring 

DENISE 

Hello, my name is Denise and I am here to help you. I hope 

you are having a great day. How may I assist you? 

PETER 

My new car does not work. 

DENISE 

Okay sir. What seems to be the problem? 

PETER 

Well I received the car yesterday. The cheery Polish chap 

who delivered it said they had problems with it; so, they 

had rebooted the vehicle. With a bit of tinkering I 

managed to get it going and it drove very nicely. This 

morning I got into the car which has about 60miles on the 

clock. Pressed the start button and nothing. It just sits 

there and says, ‘Shift to P’. I keep pressing the P button 

and nothing changes. 

DENISE 

Oh dear sir. Let’s see if we can’t help you. What is the 

registration? 

PETER 

Bravo, Kilo, six, four, Sierra, Sierra, Juliet. 
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DENISE 

Thank you. No sir nothing coming up sir. It is not on the 

system. 

PETER 

It’s brand new  

DENISE 

As you say sir. But if it is not on the system there is 

nothing I can do. It can take 24 hours for the system to 

update. Can you ring back in a bit? 

PETER 

No! I need to go to work. 

Casandra appears into the front room with a cuppa. Sensing the growing tension, she stealthily 
slides the mug onto the table next to Peter. 

CASANDRA 

Here’s your tea. 

PETER 

Thank you. 

Can you check the orders? Maybe it is on there? 

DESNISE 

Good idea sir. I would not of thought of that. Let’s see… 

CASANDRA 

What’s happening dear? 

PETER 

I don’t know we’re waiting? 

CASANDRA 

Drink your tea. And try and stay calm…. 

DENISE 

…Yes sir. here you are.  

PETER 

And? 

DENISE 

and that means I can put you through to Roadside 

Assistance. 
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PETER 

Result! Thank you… 

The phone goes quiet. Then a ring tone comes through… 

STEVE 

Hello sir. This is Steve, I am here to help. I understand 

you have a problem with your car. I am sure we can get you 

sorted quick smart! 

PETER 

Great. 

STEVE 

can you describe the problem and where you are. 

PETER 

as I said to Denise I have spent 20 minutes trying to 

start my car. 

STEVE 

is there fuel in it sir?  

PETER 

No 

STEVE 

(voice loaded with sarcasm)..Ah well sir that might be why 

it won’t start 

PETER 

BUT,but, it is an ELECTRIC vehicle… 

The line goes quiet for a minute 

STEVE 

Okay sir. What is the vehicle saying? 

PETER 

‘Shift to P’ 

STEVE 

are you at home sir? 

PETER 

Yes 

STEVE 

we can get you someone there in 2hours 
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PETER 

Thank you? 

Peter turns off the phone. 

blast! 

CASANDRA 

problems? 

PETER 

The breakdown people can’t be here for 2 hours 

CASANDRA 

take my car. I am going to be baking today so I can wait 

for them 

PETER 

Thank you, my love. 

He scoops up the keys from the side and leaves in a purposeful way. 

The door opens and bangs shut 

END SCENE 1 
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SCENE2: OVER THE TOP 

We rejoin the couple later that day. They are relaxing, sat in the front room. They are ½ hour from 
leaving to go out for dinner. 

PETER 

How did the breakdown man get on? 

CASANDRA 

Person… 

PETER 

How did the Breakdown operative get on? 

CASANDRA 

The man was here for 2 hours. he did all sorts. at one 

point he had jacked the car up and he was playing with the 

wheels. Anyway, he got it going and took it for a drive. 

Apparently, it’s fixed. 

PETER 

Great. Thank you for seeing to that. 

He takes a bite of the rich looking fruit cake on the plate in front of him. 

CASANDRA 

That’s okay my love. How’s the cake? 

PETER 

(through a mouthful) Beautiful 

Did they say what was wrong? 

CASANDRA 

He man-splained something about not liking being parked on 

the slope. 

PETER 

Really! 

They ponder this as they consume their tea. 

I think I might just see if the car will work. 

Peter rises rootles around on the sideboard for his keys and heads out to the car. There are sounds 
of doors opening and closing. Peter re-appears in the front room. 

Shift to, To , To P! 

Peter stomps over to the phone. Casandra stands 

CASANDRA 

I think I might go up and get ready to go out. 
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Casandra leaves the front room and escapes upstairs. 

Peter has dialed the same number he dialed earlier and is listening to the ringing phone that is sat 
on the coffee table. 

OPERATOR 

Hi, your call is important to us. We wish to put you 

through to the right department. Please listen to next 9 

choices and pick the one most appropriate to you: 

1. Sales 
2. Maintenance 
3. Servicing 
4. Accident 
5. Breakdown 
6. Accounts 
7. Something Completely useless to you but which will 

annoy the hell out you 

8. A long wait 
9. Anything else 

PETER 

Okay 9. 

TERRY 

good afternoon, my name is Terry and I am here to help 

you. I hope you are having a great day. How may I assist 

you? 

PETER 

my car DOESN’T work. 

TERRY 

I see sir. What is the registration? 

PETER 

Bravo, Kilo, six, four, Sierra, Sierra, Juliet. 

TERRY 

I am sorry sir. Have you come through to the correct 

number? i can’t find you on the system. 

PETER 

I know it is only a day old. I spoke to someone else 

yesterday. Denise I think. she said the car is so new that 

it was not on the system. she found it by checking orders. 

TERRY 

Okay sir. Thank you I was not aware I could find you like 

that. let me have a look 

The phone goes quiet. Peter starts to drum his finger on the table. 
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Okay I have found you. it appears that roadside assistance 

have already been out to you. 

PETER  

They have 

TERRY 

Okay so the car is fixed 

PETER 

No 

TERRY 

What is the problem? 

PETER 

Shift to Ferking P! 

TERRY 

Sorry? 

PETER 

Shift to Ferking P. That is all it says. I can’t start it, 

the charging does not seem to work, I can’t lock it and I 

can’t unlock it. 

TERRY 

Ah okay sir so it is not working? 

PETER 

Yes. It is not working. 

TERRY 

How can I help? 

PETER 

take it away and give me a car that works? 

TERRY 

I am sorry sir I can’t do that. 

PETER 

why not? 

TERRY 

Well I can’t get the car taken away without a report from 

the breakdown assessor saying it is un-drivable. And until 

I can take it away to the dealer I can’t get a hire car 

for you. 
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PETER 

You are joking! 

TERRY 

No sir. I will put you through to the Roadside assistance 

sir? 

The line goes quiet. 

Casandra comes into the front room 

CASANDRA 

Hello dear. We need to go. We’ll be late. 

PETER 

what. Yes Right… 

As he gets up and starts to look for his keys the phone that is on speaker goes to a dial tone. 

Cassandra and Peter stop look at the phone and then at each other. Casandra decides it is time to be 
elsewhere. Peter picks up the phone and looks at it. 

What the…. 

They did that on purpose! 

What the….   

CASANDRA (CALLING FROM A SAFE DISTANCE) 

Shall we go? 

PETER (WITH THE FIGHT LEAVING HIM) 

Lead on… 

They leave.  

END SCENE 2 

 

 

 

SCENE3: GRID – LOCK… 

WE REJOIN OUR DYNAMIC DUO THE FOLLOWING MORNING. THEY ARE SITTING IN 

THE DINING ROOM. 

PETER 

lovely breakfast. Thank you 

CASANDRA 

that’s okay. it was a nice evening last night? I thought 

Mum and Dad were on good form? 
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PETER 

They were. it was nice. I am sorry I was a little stressed 

at the beginning 

CASANDRA 

No one noticed. 

She passes the sugar 

much.! but we all had a nice giggle at, sorry WITH you. It 

was really very funny. 

Peter raises an eyebrow and leans back in his chair. 

PETER 

well, I’m glad to have kept everybody entertained. 

CASANDRA 

Where have we got to with the saga? 

PETER 

We? 

Well I have been around the loop with them 5 more times 

this morning 

CASANDRA 

I heard. I‘m surprised the building is still standing. 

PETER 

Anyway: I have finally got the breakdown people to come 

this morning and see the car. 

CASANDRA 

GOOD. 

THEY START TO CLEAR THE BREAFAST THINGS. THE DOORBELL GOES 

PETER 

I’LL GO. 

THE FRONT DOOR OPENS 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

Hello sir. 

PETER 

Good morning. And please call me Peter. 
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BREAKDOWN PERSON 

what seems to be the problem. We get most cars going again 

and I am sure I can get you going today 

PETER 

good luck 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

Sorry? 

PETER 

never mind.  

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

Can you tell me the patient’s SYMPTOMS? 

PETER 

He sighs and takes a deep breadth preparing to go through the litany of issues. 

it won’t go. 

the lights randomly come on. or the alarm. 

it won’t lock or unlock. 

it won’t charge 

it just sits there shouting “Shift to P”. 

CASANDRA (SHOUTING FROM INSIDE) 

And it is driving him nuts! 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

right sir, sorry Peter. Can I have the key and I will see 

what we can do. 

PETER 

Knock yourself out. 

The reakdown Person takes the keys and heads purposefully out to the car. 

Peter heads through to help his wife 

Let’s see how they get on. 

CASANDRA 

Yep. Can you pass me the dirty plates? 

PETER 

Sure.  

What shall we do today? 
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CASANDRA 

let’s see what happens, what they find.  

Anyway, we have to try and reach your father and make sue 

he is okay with the new regional lock down. 

i’m concerned. we’ve not heard form him for a while. 

Then we need to talk to your sister to make sure things 

are okay with her. she’s having a rough time of things. 

Then we need to think about Albert. I am concerned about 

the rising rates of covid at the universities. 

PETER 

and there was me wondering whether we were going to be 

twiddling our thumbs. 

Tea? 

CASANDRA 

thanks 

the door bell goes 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

ah thank you sir.  

PETER 

Really, call me Peter. 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

Yes Sir, I mean Peter. 

PETER 

Any conclusion? 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

Yep. 

PETER 

Well ! 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

In summary Peter… It’s bust… 

There is a slight pause 

PETER 

What! 
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BRAKDOWN PERSON 

It’s knackered. 

PETER 

How bloody insightful!  

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

Thanks. It has taken a while. But in summary Nothing 

works… 

PETER 

Any idea why? 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

I think it might be to do with the gearbox. that’s why it 

keeps saying ‘Shift to P’. Anyway, the computer says ‘no 

dice’. It’s completely beyond resurrection. Kaput! 

PETER 

Okay so what happens next? 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

I have put in a report. The computer is telling me to take 

the car to the garage. I have tried to get it off the 

drive but I can’t. So, we need to order the correct 

vehicle. 

PETER 

And when will that be here? 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

I don’t know when the computer says there is one 

available. 

PETER 

Can we organize a replacement vehicle? I need one, as I 

might need to fetch my father, or son. 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

No sir. The process is we need to get the car to the 

garage. Then when they have booked it in a car can be 

organized. 

PETER 

Thank you 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

You’re welcome. Have a great day! 

the Breakdown person returns to the vehicle and leaves. 
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CASANDRA 

Looks like we best walk then 

PETER 

Yep. The computer says no…..  

THE END 
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CASANDRA 

A strong, self-contained person, skilled at not noticing 

her husband’s ‘excitable’ nature. 

PETER 

A normally quiet person who has a low tolerance of 

‘process’. 

OPERATOR 

A computer system 

DENISE 

A sensible person bored who emphasizes with the people on 

the phone but is not really wanting to go the extra mile 

TERRY 

A real job’s worth who find his job tedious as he has no 

discretion and low job satisfaction. 

BREAKDOWN PERSON 

A proud member of the knights of the road who is really 

positive. 

 

 


